COMPETITOR
SIMULATION EMULATION

Know the Difference.

See the Difference.

VirTra SIMULATION

Competitor EMULATION

Multiple Incidents Interacting on Multiple Screens at the same time

Only SINGLE screen incidents stretched over multiple screens

Dialogue-based scenarios for de-escalation training

‘Comply or Die’ basic scenarios

Keyword Search for Scenarios & Automatic Software Updates

Folder Filing without Keyword or Category Search Tool

Brand Specific Ballistic Coefficients Calculator

Inaccuracy without verified calculator software

HUNDREDS of outcomes per multi-incident scenario

A few possible outcomes per scenario

Training Reaction Timing Capture Software

Basic Shot Overlay Debrief

Threat-Fire wireless feedback device for realism

Wearing face protection with foam ball cannon

VirTra Multi-Incident Scenario Branching

Competitor’s Scenario Branching

Schedule a demo & SEE THE DIFFERENCE
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The Value of VirTra

To You: Benefits & Best Practices

Patented Threat Fire™ Device simulates return fire

State-of-the-art electric impulses power the feedback device and
enhance training focus. No safety equipment needed, no firing of
live projectiles. Minimizes injury risk and training failure.

Superior TASER training abilities

Cross-connect ability registers both top and bottom probe hits
with ARCing features to engage or re-engage multiple targets.
Unique laser ID scores each deployment and smart-motion
sensor maintains battery life. Accurate degree spread provides
true-to-life training.

Superior low-light capabilities

Ambient bounce lighting creates smooth transition and superior software allows for different beam diameters with localized
ground lighting.

Multiple Threats on Multiple Screens in Multiple Scenarios

Increase situational awareness in real-world scenarios, also fully
engages trainees’ peripheral vision with separate threats on separate screens. NOT a single incident filmed then threat stretched
over multiple screens.

HUNDREDS of de-escalation-based training scenarios

Nearly endless branching possibilities proved the foundation
for teaching and training with diverse, challenging & realistic
scenarios, that use real actors, better reflecting what is actually
experienced in real life encounters.

Higher training value & transferability of skills

Time spent training with a VirTra simulator improves performance
in the field, which saves civilian & professional lives.

Multiple-screen & multiple-threat scenarios

Fully immersive and intense when reflecting real-world incidents.

Fully integrated real & interactive video based training

Professional actors in a high-resolution video scripted by subject
matter experts. In-depth details including: eye movement; muscle
reaction and body language for a more efficient training experience. Highly-detailed dialogue options are combined with equally detailed non-verbal communications in real environments.

V-Author™ custom content creation		

The ability to create your own customized content based on
your own location and needs—weather, urban/rural landscape,
geographic topography, anticipated crowds and demonstrators.
Pre-loaded assets to enhance training efficiency.

Superior Event Sequencing – Branching Scenarios 		

Sequence and Branching options directly tied to trainee actions
in the moment with numerous possibilities that unfold depending
on trainee’s actions.

Ongoing Research & Development

Client requests are not only met, but often exceeded by VirTra’s
ongoing research & development practices led by experienced
employees with 200+ years experience.
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